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From the President
Dear ACRS members,

always looking for something new. 
Hopefully, a “silver bullet” will 
be found: some simple and all-

safety. It may seem an impossible 

work.

old ideas and develop new ones, to help us not only with 

Systems framework.   

ACRS website.  

We had many, many high quality papers prepared and 

Cooperation within the College between the members, and 

there is more to do.

Seat belts were seen to be a “silver bullet” in our quest 

effort in Australia.

Lauchlan McIntosh AM FACRS 
ACRS President
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Diary
5-6 November 2015

 
Adelaide, South Australia 

 11 November 2015

Inattention 
Sydney 

15 November 2015
 

16 - 18 November 2015
 

Brisbane, Queensland 

17 – 19 November 2015
 

 
 

www.alga.asn.au

18 November 2015
 

Royal Australian College of Surgeons 
 

18 - 19 November 2015
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Autonomous vehicle technology
By Gavin Smith
President, Robert Bosch (Australia) Pty Ltd

unavoidable.

free driving a reality. But further, automated driving will 

25 - 27 November 2015

Changing World”  
University of Sydney, Sydney 

30 November 2015
 

ARRB webinar 

8 December 2015

speed 

Carriers webinar 

28 January 2015
 

ARRB webinar 

2016

May 2016
Road Safety on Five Continents (RS5C) 

 

 

6-8 September 2016 
 

 
National Convention Centre, Canberra 

and Safety Promotion 
Tampere, Finland 
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Report from the ACRS2015 Conference,  
Gold Coast 14-16 October, 2015
On behalf of the Queensland Chapter of the 
Australasian College of Road Safety, I would like 

-
ipated in the inaugural Australasian Road Safety 

together” really shone through and highlighted 
Kerry Armstrong 
Queensland Chapter Chair

Message from the Minister
The Hon Michael McCormack MP
Assistant Minister to the Deputy Prime Minister

(Mr Michael McCormack represents the electorate of the 
Riverina in southern New South Wale, is the Assistant 
Minister to the Deputy Prime Minister and holds 
responsibility for Road Safety. As an honoured guest, he 
provided the following address at the Australasian Road 
Safety Conference dinner). 

It is a pleasure to be here in my new role as the Assistant 

team - he is a man who stands for honesty and integrity in 
government. 

In my new role as Assistant Minister I am responsible 

in organising the inaugural Australasian Road Safety 

energy, passion and drive needed to work towards the 

that no
roads.

that with all the work and all the 
still 

1,189 lives were lost during the 

on the previous 12 months.

our roads.
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Programme.

Nationally, this programme will improve safety and 

roads.

The initiatives I have outlined are all good, and they are 

before. 

Thank you for listening, travel safely.

ULTRAGUARD™ Safety Barrier Conspicuity Treatment 
A patented mobile application treatment by licenced contractors. 

Available as a chevron pattern or continuous ribbon in white or yellow. 
Suitable for concrete and w-beam barriers. 

 

ULTRAGUARD™ S f B i C i i T

“Researched statistics suggest that as many as 40% of all fatal front and 
side vehicle impact crashes into safety barriers (guard-rail), occur at night 
and are into the ‘faces’ (as opposed to ‘ends’) of these barriers”. 
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ARSC2015: Award winning papers

John Kirby Award for  
Best Paper by a New Researcher

A road safety risk prediction methodology for low 
volume rural roads

Dale Harris a, Paul Durdin a, Colin Brodie b, Fergus Tate b 
and Robyn Gardener 

a Abley Transportation Consultants, Christchurch New 
Zealand; b New Zealand Transport Agency, New Zealand;c 

Accident Compensation Corporation, New Zealand

 

Peter Vulcan Award for  
Best Research Paper

Drink driving among Indigenous people in Far North 
Queensland and northern New South Wales: a summary 

a and Gavan R Palk a

a Centre for Accident Research and Road Safety – 
Queensland (CARRS-Q),  

Queensland University of Technology

 

Road Safety Practitioner’s Award

Paula Norman a  a and Carol Nightingale a

a Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure, 
South Australia

 

Road Safety Poster Award

scooter and motorised wheelchair use through 
community education and awareness

Joanna Broughton a b

a Queensland Police Service; b Moreton Bay Regional 
Council; c Queensland Department of Transport  

and Main Roads

Conference Theme Award
Building community capacity for road safety -  

are we doing it?

Andrea Smithson a and Terri-Anne Pettet 
a WA Local Government Association’s RoadWise Program

3M Diamond Awards 

Winner
Queensland Government’s Bruce Highway Wide 

Centre Line Treatment 
Team Leader:  Mr David Bobberman, QLD 
Department of Transport and Main Roads

Highly Commended Prizes awarded to:
2015 Yellow Ribbon National Road Safety Week 
Success in creating a national road safety symbol 

Roads and Highways

“Stay on Track Outback” 
Road safety awareness of the unique hazards of 

driving in the ‘Outback’ 
Team Leader:  Senior Constable Sarah Grayson, 

Truckright: Trucks and Road Safety 
A working truck to promote the road transport 

industry and road safety. 

Emergency Vehicle Pre-emption 
Reducing the response times of emergency vehicles  

in Queensland through Emergency Vehicle  
Pre-emption (EVP) 
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3M-ACRS Diamond Road Safety 
Award 

The award was presented by the Assistant Minister to the 

the Australasian College of Road Safety President, Mr 

3M Australia. 

Centre.

Bruce Highway Centre-Line Widening 
Treatment

region. 

programs with targets to ensure safe operations, news 

Cade Turner, Sales and Marketing Manager, 3M Australia.

visit 3M Global Headquarters and Innovation Center in St 
Paul, Minnesota.

Winner and highly commended recipients of the 3M Diamond awards with Lauchlan McIntosh (left)  
and the Hon Michael McCormack (right)
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Rob McInerney, CEO of iRap was awarded Fellowship of the ACRS (Lauchlan McIntosh – left 
– the Hon Michael McCormack – right – presented the award)

ACRS Fellowship awarded to Rob 
McInerney

ACRS Fellowship at the glittering ACRS Award Ceremony 

Assistant Minister to the Deputy Prime Minister, and ACRS 

Program (iRAP), where for the last eight years he has been 

strengthened partnerships with governments, development 

kilometres of road already risk-mapped or star-rated 

road safety targets in the United Nations Sustainable 

in world leaders setting a target to “halve the number of 

Minister, Hon. Julie Bishop in New York. 

Rob said.

“It is an honour to be awarded the ACRS Fellowship and 

of eminent road safety professionals who have all been 
bestowed the honour of an ACRS Fellowship.  The College 
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ACT-ACRS Road Safety Forum
On 23rd September the ACT and Region Chapter of the 

the ACT region.

on our roads are preventable and we need to share the 

Rattenbury.  “The philosophy we are applying to road 

roads”.

the end of this year, I will release a new ACT Road 

people.”

Minister Shane Rattenbury MLA 
ACT Minister for Justice
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ACT Forum Report from the ACRS 
President

The “Moving Forward Together” Forum held last week in 

Minister emphasised the unfortunate sadness of road 

with them in breakout sessions.  The high level interest 
in the Forum from the ACT Government was a strong 

and an outline of the developing road safety strategy for the 

more streamlined avenues for translation of diverse road 

the potential of a multi-stakeholder knowledge base with 

More simply put, there is potential for the College to 
build and maintain a knowledge database to assist with 

and to provide further avenues for stakeholder engagement 

Don Aitken, in a report on the winding up of the NRMA-

In summary, the Forum brought together many people 

in their work in meeting the daily imperatives of dealing 

emerging potential for innovation and the potential of new 
ideas and new solutions.

networks, their interest in sharing knowledge, and the 

the way we will travel around in a range of modes, with a 
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College News

Welcome to Bronze Corporate  
members
-  City of Gold Coast 

Chapter reports
ACT and Region Chapter 

and Region Chapter has been involved in the preparation 
and delivery of the First ACT Road Safety Forum on 23 

in the ACT and surrounding areas.

relationship between the Chapter and the ACT Government. 

priority for the Chapter.

Other news
World Bank announcement

Soames Job as the new Global Road Safety Lead and 

partnership hosted by the World Bank. 

Fellow) of the Australasian College of Road Safety; 

of Global Road Safety Solutions. Besides leading road 

for many governments and international organisations, 

University of Sydney 

learning and motivation 
and he has published 

Soames will be leading the 

in the area of road safety. 
He will shape the framing 

on this agenda. This work program will be operationalised 

initiatives. 

Soames will be based in HQ in Washington D.C. starting 
with the full take-up of his appointment on January 1, 

transitioning to the World Bank. 
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Peer-reviewed papers
Building New Partnerships to Improve Road Safety 
Risk
by Robyn Gardener a, Dr Fergus Tateb, Colin Brodieb, Ron Minnemab, Paul Durdinc and Dale Harrisc

a Accident Compensation Corporation, b New Zealand Transport Agency, c Abley Transportation Consultants 

Paper presented at the Australasian Road Safety Conference 2015.

Abstract 

problem on the urban network. As part of this trial, the 

further for use in the analysis of the urban network 

authority areas.

newly developed partnerships and the use of the Urban 

Background 
Safer Journeys 2010-2020
strategy (Safer Journeys

road safety professionals (Figure 1). 

around these three work-streams. Safety engineering 

solutions every few years. Safety improvements on the 

for someone to die” before the funding of improvements 

share responsibility for safety along with the users of the 
system. It aims for “a safe road system increasingly free of 
death and serious injury”. 

Figure 1. The Safe System (Source: Safer Journeys)
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system with safe roads and roadsides, safe speeds, safe 

organisational vision and values. To meet return-on-
investment (ROI) goals, ACC works with partners to 

Introduction of new analytical 
approaches 
Safer Journeys

Safer Journeys
been implemented to develop programmes that prioritise 

iRAP 
The International Road Assessment Programme (iRAP) is a 

targeting interventions to areas of the greatest risk. 

KiwiRAP 

Urban KiwiRAP 

In the meantime, progress results were released for the State 

using the methodology to nine. 

Urban KiwiRAP rollout – ACC project 
rationale 

authorities and assist them by providing the information 

risk, had the potential to assist ACC with its own goal of 

Figure 2. Comparative safety performance of state highways and local 
roads in urban and rural environments (Source: NZTA) 
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volumes on their networks to ensure the validity of this 
analysis and so the methodology would only be relevant to 
a proportion of those remaining.

(Figure 4) (top group). This would bring the number of 

programme.

authority. 

ACC proposed offering this information as a partnership 

to make use of the information and allow ACC to monitor 
the utility and results of using the methodology. 

Road injury in the context of the Accident 
Compensation Scheme 

Figure 3. Cost of claims to ACC by local authority/cluster

Figure 4. Next highest risk group of local authorities by DSI 
casualties/year/urban road km

average costs
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Figure 5. 

The type of trauma sustained as a result of a road-related 

lifetime of the person. This serious lifelong trauma also 

Urban KiwiRAP project methodology

interest in the methodology, demonstration of leadership in 

parties. 

goals and, at the same time, those of partner organisations. 

improvements.

engineering teams were given a short presentation about 

information to assist with their forward work programme 
prioritisation. Risk maps and analysis would be updated 

network.

with risk analysis for their networks in the following 

Figure 6. Urban KiwiRAP risk map outputs
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personal risk is the likelihood a driver will be involved in a 

the individual road user.

The personal risk variable is of most interest for ACC. In 

to provide greater opportunities for safety improvement 

investment proposal.

road safety initiatives are prioritised to target the riskiest 

methodology. 

is adopted and the Safer Journeys vision of “a safe road 

Conclusion
Adding Value

Figure 7. Infrastructure treatments to risk
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ACC has not traditionally worked in the area of assisting 

Next Steps

• 

• 

required for subdivision. Where a subdivision 

• 

risk route to a medium-risk parallel route.

• 

to risk.

• 

• 

improvements.

• 

for low risk sites to be upgraded.

• Passenger transport route planners are able to identify 

• 

priorities. 

These innovative initiatives were reported from the trial 

have arisen from the visual representation of safety risk by 

References 
Brodie, C., Tate, F.N., Minnema, R., Comber, R., Durdin, 

Urban KiwiRAP 
Identifying Road Safety Risk on New Zealand’s Urban 
Roads

Safer Journeys, New Zealand’s 
Road Safety Strategy 2010-2020

High 
Risk Rural Intersections Guide, Wellington, 
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Drink driving among Indigenous people in Far North 
Queensland and Northern New South Wales: a 

by Ms Michelle S. Fittsa and Dr Gavan R. Palka

a Centre for Accident Research and Road Safety – Queensland (CARRS-Q), Queensland University of Technology 

Winner of the Peter Vulcan Award for Best Research Paper at the Australiasian Road Safety Conference (ARSC 2015).

Abstract
In response to the threat that drink drivers pose to 
themselves and others, drink driving programs form 

Aotearoa, United States and Canada that have programs 

are designed for the general driver population. The aim 

Indigenous drink driving in order to inform appropriate 

A sample of 73 Indigenous people from Queensland 
and in New South Wales with one or more drink driving 

reported no longer drink driving, they were probed about 

Introduction 

and wellbeing of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

as one of the main reasons Indigenous Australians are 

Australian population. Indigenous Australians also sustain 

with the death or disability of a family member (Ferguson 

Australians. 

and behaviour amongst Indigenous drink drivers. A loss of 

burden Indigenous Australians present (Ivers et al., 

supporting Indigenous drink driving. Without this level of 

to the threat that drink drivers pose to themselves and 
others, drink driving programs also form part of a suite of 
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Existing countermeasures and drink driving 
programs

mainstream non-indigenous drink drivers (see Table 1). 

All of these programs appear to be underpinned by the 

and punishment, drink drivers will be deterred from 

Table 1. Overview of existing drink driving programs offered to Indigenous people in Australia, New Zealand, 
United States and Canada

Under the 
Limit,
QLD

Sober 
Driver 
Program, 
NSW

Drink 
Driver 
Education, 
NT

First 
Offender, 
San Juan, 
USA

One for the 
Road,
New Zealand

Saskatchewan
IDTC

Length 11 weeks 9 weeks; 

version 
offered

1 week 28 days, 
residential

Session One 

Session Two 
(4 hours)

21 days, 
residential

Offender Type Repeat Repeat First time 
and repeat

First time Repeat Repeat

Indigenous N/S N/S N/S

Urban, 
Regional

Urban, 
Regional

Regional Regional Urban, 
Regional

Regional

Pre-Assessment LDQ, AUDIT ADS, DAST, 
AUDIT, IDTS

Theory Stages of 
Change

Stages of 
Change

Stages of 
Change

CRA, 
Motivational 
Interviewing

Stages of 
Change model of 

Stages of 
Change

Other Health 
Issues

Health and 
nutrition

prevention

Diabetes, 
Gambling and 

workshops

Support 
provided post 
program

Completed 
as part of 
probation 
order

Completed 
as part of 
probation 
order

3-12 month 
follow-up: 
weekly 
monitor 
meetings, 
AA meetings, 

Can be 

with probation 
order

Referred to 
probation 

and drug 

Cultural 
Component

Sweat Lodge; 
of family Sweat Lodge 

Ceremony
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future drink driving. Most of these mainstream Australian 
programs have been developed based on the meta-analysis 
of 215 evaluations of all types of drink driving programs 

(Wells et al., 1995). 

of drink drivers (Dwyer and Bolton, 1998; Mills, Hodge, 

Limit Drink Driving Rehabilitation Program (UTL) (Palk, 

drinking-and-driving awareness, stress management, 

a work release program. An evaluation of the program 

drink driving programs it is timely to identify the most 

style for Indigenous drivers in Australia. The Centre for 

Methods and materials

among Indigenous people in Queensland and Northern 

In stage two, primarily qualitative methods are used to 

drink driving. Qualitative methods are a familiar and 

desist from further drink driving episodes. 
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These were labelled the themes. Material, in the form of 

that data and meaning were not lost. To ensure validity, 

minor points and allowed for agreement on the labelling 

the issues relevant to Indigenous drink driving in regional 

Cape York, 
Queensland

Cairns, Queensland Clarence Valley 
region, New South 
Wales

Gender

    Male

    Female

Age groups

    >25

    Year 7

    Year 8

    Year 9

 

 
    (year 12)

Self-reported number of drink 

1

19

Table 2. Description of the participants 
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• 

families to drive after drinking. The underlying 
responsibility for transporting family members 

values that involved responding to family needs as a 
priority. 

“There is a lot of pressure. You can’t say no to family 
sometimes when people ask you to drive.” 

family member demands. One respondent spoke about 
how she had been previously requested by her older 

• 

in the narratives. This involved situations where 

the opportunity to avoid drink driving (e.g. another 

intended destination: 

driving] funny. Yeah well that’s what the young 
generation here now do. They thinkin’ yeah “the 

There’s a bunch of young girls watching us, you 

are] showing off, styling up, being hero.” (Man, age 
28)

• 

and that it was dangerous. However, there was a 

appeared to be a belief that there are degrees of 

“Well whoever’s going to pretty much sober. The other 
fella is drunk but not really, really drunk. He’ll end 
up saying, “I’m more straighter than you two, I think 
it’s best if I drive”. But they’re still in the risk anyway 

(Man, age 28).

• 

provided the offender with limited understanding 
of their offending behaviour or strategies to avoid 

history of imprisonment.

why they are doing it.” (Man, age 34).

“I’ve been, I’m thirty, I’ve been in and out of jail 
through me twenties so it didn’t really worry me.” 

• Several drink drivers reported learning to drive prior 
to the legal driving age. The youngest reported age 
was seven years. This was at a similar time when 

members: 

worked at a wrecking yard in Newcastle, so I was 
driving cars around the wrecking yard from a young 
age....Um, always been around drinkers, yeah, and I 
yeah you could say that, yeah, around drink driving 
yeah when I was young. I used to say it’s not the 
license that drives the car.” 

driving responsibilities after their parents have been 
drinking: “Where I’m from little kids they drive their 
parents’ car around. When their parents are drinkin’ 
and that.”

• There were many drink driving who engaged in 

“
stoned too as well. I be coming around the corner 
and just lost control there.” (Man, age 38) Some 

Gunja is also 
a problem. They should be taught about gunja and 
driving.” (Man, age 37)

• 

and dangerous driving.

• 
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having on their health and ability to drive safely:

“Standard drinks was a real insight for me. I tried 
drinking standard drinks for a while there. Teach 
you about your health and what this substance does. 
I think to myself ‘wow I been over pouring, not like 
standard drinks’.” (Man, age 51)

• 
systems was important for those drink drivers who 
were able to avoid relapse: 

going to change, how you going to it again if you end 

and all that and spending a day out there, We talk 

all that.” (Man, age 33)

Discussion and recommendations 

Indigenous populations (Table 1) may be appropriate for 

empower men to review and re-establish their roles in the 
  

and rewards of other behaviours are rewarding beyond the 

• 

drink driving,

• 

• 

drink driving, 

• 

• Developing a relapse prevention plan for the drink 

• 

weekly sessions,

• 

and,

• 

Consideration must be afforded to providing drink drivers 
the opportunity to re-apply for a learners permit upon 

in regional prisons.
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behaviours, rewards and punishments.

based on self-reports from a small sample of Indigenous 

men, their opinions of the program may not apply to their 
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Building community capacity for road safety –  
are we doing it?
By Andrea Smithson a and Terri-Anne Pettet a

a WA Local Government Association’s RoadWise Program

Winner of the Conference Theme Award at the Australasian Road Safety Conference 2015

Abstract 

evaluating the RoadWise Program, with the aim of better 

system framework.

• 

• Opportunities for leadership;

• 

• 
and

• Strengthened individual skills.

opportunities to address any gaps in delivery. Overall, the 

framework for future planning and delivery.

Background

The RoadWise Program supports the road safety network 

and remote areas of Western Australia. A Regional Road 

restraints. 

Currently the RoadWise Program reports on a range of 
program delivery results to meet the requirements of 

development.
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Why community capacity building? 
A brief review of relevant literature was undertaken to 

been evaluated, and to identify alternative means of 

stages and partnership with an outside agent to implement 

aims of the RoadWise Program. 

• Learning opportunities and skills development;

• 

• Partnerships/linkages/networking;

• Leadership;

• 

• 

• 

• 

• Development pathways.

• 

• Opportunities for leadership;

• 

• 
and

• 
within the network.

Method
A study of the RoadWise network was proposed to further 

The goals of the study were:

1. 

2. 

building within the network, and

3. 

diversity of the network, an online survey was determined 

the metropolitan area, along with thirteen in-depth phone 
interviews with members of the road safety network (eight 

area).

maintained by the RoadWise Program. The database 

involvement with road safety, and other individuals and 
organisations who have been involved with the RoadWise 

safety grant). An email was sent by the RoadWise Program 

purpose of the survey, and that an email with a link to the 

in the near future. As well as making people aware of 
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made following the three week survey administration 
period, and provided the opportunity for a potential 

the questionnaire over the phone.

Results
The survey returned a sample of 384 respondents, 

Participation and community ownership

ndividuals to working 
together towards a shared road safety vision.

from all regions in WA, and represented the full range 

had been involved for more than ten years. On average, 

three unpaid or volunteer hours per month to RoadWise 

initiatives, attending road safety meetings, providing 

Respondents were asked what motivated their initial 
involvement in the RoadWise network (more than 

respondents, being involved with RoadWise was a part of 

that by being a part of the RoadWise network, they were 

However it is interesting to note that only around half of 

valued at a state level. 

Leadership

themselves to have developed leadership qualities as a 

Community structures
RoadWise Committees (and other road safety groups) 

and provide an opportunity to bring people together for 

they were a member of a RoadWise Committee or group 

Access to resources

them in spreading the road safety message. The same 

and programs happening in other parts of the state. Just 

Strengthened individual skills
Individual skill development is an important element of 
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opportunities to develop and apply new knowledge and 
skills.

of the RoadWise network had opened up new opportunities 

also reported that being part of the network enabled them 
to learn or know things that helped in other parts of their 

understanding of road safety.

Smaller numbers of respondents reported that they had been 

stating that they had gained new skills through professional 
development opportunities arising from their involvement 
with the network.

Future intentions of the network

future. Respondents were also asked to note the one most 

to address road safety issues in the future. Responses to this 
question were diverse, but were summarised as relating to:

• 

• 

• Additional engagement between RoadWise 

of ideas

• 
RoadWise Regional Road Safety Advisors, and

• 
Government level.

parts of the survey. 

Discussion

1. Membership of the road safety network is driven 
by employment and being interested and passionate 

network. Aligned with personal motivators, members 

and state level.

2. On average, members of the network devote nine 
paid hours and three volunteer hours to the RoadWise 

for road safety events. With two thirds of respondents 

is required to determine the additional tools and 

3. Network members strongly believe in the value of 

This suggests that the model of generating road 

4. 
Program to provide support for network members to 

through professional development and networking 
opportunities.

5. 

is an opportunity for the RoadWise Program to 

The overall health of the network is strong, with the 

energy of individuals and organisations.

through their involvement with the RoadWise Program, feel 

the greatest strength of the RoadWise Program, and there 

Does this mean that the RoadWise Program is building 

by those involved in delivering the program. Program 
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assessment of how the program is progressing towards 

two steps will be undertaken by the RoadWise Program in 
the future.

to the RoadWise Program has provided a strong basis for 
developing the Program in the future.
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An analysis of driver behaviour through rural curves: 
exploratory results on driver speed
by Blair Turnera,b, Jeremy Woolleyb and Peter Cairneya 
a ARRB Group Ltd, b Centre for Automotive Safety, University of Adelaide 
Paper presented at the Australasian Road Safety Conference 2015

Abstract 
Speed, whether above the speed limit or too fast for the 

Details regarding the design elements of the route were also 

provides initial results for driver speed behaviour through 

Introduction 

travelled) was 2.5 greater than for urban roads. 

The situation is also similar in Australia. In a review of road 
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the roadside environment and speed. The predominant 

have a limited amount of information available to form an 

• 

• Off path on straight

• 

• Overtaking.

issue, a study was undertaken to determine behaviour of 

obtained on driver speed through high risk and low risk 

Method 

drivers were unfamiliar with the test route.

to driving through the Driver Behaviour Questionnaire 
(DBQ; Parker et al., 1995).

along an urban arterial route to the start of the test route. 
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to 18 minutes. This route had various types of delineation, 

the end of the route, drivers negotiated a roundabout and 

the test route, route negotiation, and return to the starting 
point took around 1 hour and 35 minutes. 

The route was a hilly area on the edge of Metropolitan 

of development along the route, the speed limit varied 

would have been preferred, but this was not possible given 

point). 

study for analysis.

Results
The results presented here relate to driver speed through 

evaluated and will be published separately.

multiple tests).

radius and speed (Figure 1). This presents the average 

Figure 1. Mean speed by curve radius

Figure 2. Mean speed reduction by curve radius
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shown in Figure 4.

few metres along the roadway) and information was also 

Figure 3. Mean speed reduction by curve risk

Figure 4. Mean speed by curve risk type

Figure 5. Mean speed by curve risk type and direction

Figure 6. Mean acceleration/deceleration through curves of different 
risk
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reported in future.

Discussion

require different methods for highlighting severity and the 
appropriate speed.

within the two broad risk bands (high risk and low risk 

analysis.

therefore deserves further attention to determine additional 

these.

is required to determine the situations (e.g. the types of 

Figure 7. Mean speed by driver experience
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was observed in this sample, as young drivers showed 
lower speeds at all points through both low and high risk 

possible that both situations may be true. It is possible that 

There are a number of limitations to this study. These 

that drivers were not performing as they normally would. 

analysis of a higher speed environment would be desirable. 
Thirdly, there are a number of elements that differ between 

important to more fully understand driver behaviour 

variables and speed. This additional analysis will be 
presented in future.
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Contributed articles
How a diamond made trucks glow in the dark
by Marilyn Johnsona,b, David Leea, Cade Turnerc, Bob Lovfd and Ross Longmiree

a. Amy Gillett Foundation, G02, 616 St Kilda Road, Melbourne 3004, b. Institute of Transport Studies, Civil Engineering, 
Monash University, Wellington Road, Clayton 3800, c. 3M Australia, Building A, 1 Rivet Road, North Ryde, NSW 2113, 
d.,e. Toll Group, Level 7, 380 St Kilda Road, Melbourne, VIC, 3004

Abstract 
TM 

Diamond GradeTM

winning the 3M-Australasian College of Road Safety 

Gillett Foundation was awarded this prestigious Award for 
road safety innovation for Cycle Safe Communities. Cycle 
Safe Communities 

nationally.

users.

3M-ACRS Diamond Road Safety 
Award – Amy Gillett Foundations’ 
Cycle Safe Communities 
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Communities material is available through the AGF website 

a metre matters; It’s a Two-Way 
Street; and Sharing Roads and Paths.

Communities initiative. Following the presentation, the 

Sydney and the USA.

3M-ACRS Diamond Road Safety Award – 
tours and conference presentation

wet visibility of pavement markings.
th Annual 

Collaborate. Create.” David presented to the Safety and 

New partnership for improved road safety

has implemented the white and red Diamond GradeTM 

two years.

“As the largest mover of freight in Australia we have a 

people to share the road more safely,” Ross said.

by the 3M-ACRS Diamond Road Safety award will have 

road users at night. 

Conclusion 
Winning the 3M Diamond Road Safety Award has led to 

award provided the AGF with opportunities to develop 

overseas for something like this without the opportunity 
offered to the Foundation through winning the 3M 
Diamond Road Safety Award” said Belinda Clark, Interim 

ACRS and to 3M for this investment in us, and in safety for 

Acknowledgements 
The authors wish to thank the Australasian College of Road 
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18 year old novice drivers in the Wingecarribee Shire
By Sue Tyler
Highlands Drive Safe, member ADTA and ACRS, Rotary Club of Moss Vale

Abstract

driving ability. The study results will form the basis of 

Keywords

survey.

Introduction

more likely than other road users who are over 21 to be 

U Turn the Wheel

established the initial U Turn the Wheel

U Turn the 
Wheel

being taught during the sessions of U Turn the Wheel. For 

safety issues relevant to their needs. 

Methods
U Turn the Wheel program in the 

to November and all Year 11 students are required to attend. 

their honest views and opinions to questions. Results 
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bias.

Participants  (n

Survey areas:
Students were asked a range of questions both in multiple 

• 

• 
CAS, seat belts, mobile phones

• 

• Road safety advertisement: memorable advertising

Results
Licencing

type. 

The survey results were further subdivided into the length 

drivers are at higher risk than any other road user group in 

• 

• 

• 

• 

and a related number of demerit points. 

driving test for a set period of time. 

Table 1. Main capture point of participants by licence type

Learner P1 P2

Capture point
months months
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Learner and provisional drivers were also asked if they had 
undertaken paid driving lessons with a professional driving 

yet undertaken formal professional driver training. Of 

of professional training. Overall, the time learners were 

rule knowledge. This skills gap for both the learner and 

vulnerable group of road users. 

Low risk strategies

strategies whilst driving. The main areas were seat belt 

phone usage.

are fully understood. 

fatalities.

Mobile phone use is prohibited for learner drivers and 
provisional drivers in NSW. When asked “do you operate 

other drivers. They felt the behaviour of other drivers 
towards learners and provisional drivers was frightening 

learning to drive. This raised a general question of why do 

break the law all the time. 

Table 2. Hours of professional driving instruction 
undertaken

No lessons 1-5 hours
more 
hours
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Drugs and medical issues 
As the survey was anonymous it was an ideal opportunity 

(Table 4)

Table 3. Main concerns of young novice drivers

response
No. of 

Other drivers 78
38

Animals 31

Speeding 28
Pedestrians 23
Fatigue 19
Crashes

29

Drug Name Common usage Effect on driving No of participants 

Anti-psychotics

2

Seroquel

Quetiapine fumarate

3

Bi polar

1

Lithium 2
Ablify Anti-depressant,

Bipolar

1

Anti-depressant (not 
listed)

Depression

Anti-depressant 2

Lovan Anti-depressant SSRI 5

Cymbalta Anti-depressant 1

Anti-depressant  SSRI 1

Pristiq Anti-depressant SNRI Yes 1

Table 4. Drug use and effect on driving within young novice drivers
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Drug Name Common usage Effect on driving No of participants 

Cipramil

Citalopram hydrobromide

Anti-depressant SSRI 1

Anti-depressant

SSRI

5

Seretide Asthma NO 4
Asmol Asthma NO 1

Asthma NO
Asthma NO 1

1
Lamotrigine 4
Ritalin

Methylphenidate 

ADHD 3

Methylphenidate 

ADHD 2

Insulin Diabetes 1
Metaformin Diabetes NO 1

Opioid, Tramadol

Pain killer 1

Arthritis/menstrual 1

Hypothyroid drugs 1

Isotretinoin

NO 2

NO 2
Unknown drug 3
Crystal meth Yes 1

Yes 1
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Road safety advertisement

road safety advertisement and if they felt it improved their 
behaviour when driving. There was a high nil return rate on 

age group. 

• 
slow down pledge

• 

• 
Authority (RTA NSW)

NSW. For many years the program has relied on road safety 

However, one area that had been omitted was the young 

this vulnerable road user group it is essential that all key 

and being instrumental in allowing the young drivers to 
help solve the problem.

U Turn the Wheel road safety program 
to ensure key information is given to this road user group 

gained also allowed key stakeholders the opportunity to 
review the skill and knowledge gaps within this road user 

providers; and more importantly parents/supervisors and 

The main areas that were found in this survey for an urgent 

• Prescription drug use and effect on driving: the main 
drugs used within this group were anti-depressants, 

• Demerit point system and how it works: young drivers 
had little knowledge of the demerit system or how it 
operates. For the young driver to be aware of negative 

• Further support for medical and learning issues in 
relation to learner drivers

• Choices we make when driving – low risk driving 
strategies and why they are used: there was limited 

to be made.

 
U Turn the Wheel program and this 

U 
Turn the Wheel

-

all sessions have been linked together with a unifying 
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young and novice driver research in Australasia and the 

Developing a new index for comparing road safety 
maturity: case study of the ASEAN Community
by Oviedo-Trespalacios, Oscara and Haworth, Narellea

aCentre for Accident Research and Road Safety – Queensland (CARRS-Q), Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, 
Australia

Abstract

road safety management, safer road and mobility, safer 

Introduction

that road trauma is not equally distributed worldwide, with 
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It is apparent from this table that at the regional level, high 

governmental and organisational bodies in the provision of 

standards; road design standards; and the organisation of a 

road safety maturity and so to identify opportunities for 
improvement.

Road Safety Maturity Index

for integrating qualitative and quantitative data, as is 

-
many others. It is important to note that this proposal 

Fatalities per 100,000 population
Socioeconomic Level

Low income Lower middle 
income

Upper middle 
income High income

 Philippines  Brunei

Singapore

Myanmar    

High (>15) Cambodia Indonesia Malaysia
Laos PDR Thailand

Table 1. Socio-economic level and fatalities per 100,000 population in the ASEAN region
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overall level of maturity was obtained by averaging the 

Figure 1. To the best of our knowledge, the proposed Road 

Figure 1. Scale for level of road safety maturity

0% 100%

25% 50% 75%

Low maturity Medium-Low 
maturity 

Medium-High 
maturity High maturity 

Weightings*

Pillar 1. Road Safety Management 100%  

Lead Agency

Funded in national Budget

National road safety strategy 

Targets

Pillar 2. Safer Road and Mobility 100%  

Table 2. Road Safety Maturity Index indicators and weightings
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Weightings*

Pillar 3. Safer Vehicles 100%  

Pillar 4. Safer Road Users  

National speed limits

Applies to drivers and passengers

Helmet standard mandated 

National seat-belt law

National law on mobile phones while driving - -

Law prohibits hand-held mobile phone use 

Law also applies to hands-free mobile phones 

Pillar 5. Post-crash Response 100%  

if no)

* Values rounded to 0.1%
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Case Study of the ASEAN countries

attainment of global goals for improved road safety. 

Figure 2. Road fatalities per 100,000 population in ASEAN

with higher road fatality rates as shown in Figure 3. The 

Methodology

transformed using the proposed Road Safety Maturity 
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Figure 3. Vehicle composition in the ASEAN community

Figure 4. The number of road fatalities and the number of motorized two- and three-wheelers per 100,000 population
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population, rank fourth and eighth, while Thailand, with the 

a low level of fatalities per population. It should be noted 
that although the PCI values of Brunei Darussalam and 

probable reasons for the low rate of road fatalities in Brunei 

safety strategy was only partially funded. Only Philippines 

and only a partially funded road safety strategy. This 

show a medium-high maturity level. As shown in the Figure 

of vulnerable road user have been frequently linked with 
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Thailand 
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Philippines 

Viet Nam 
Cambodia 
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Figure 5. Road Safety Maturity Index values in ASEAN countries

Conclusions

medium-high maturity level; however, there are profound 

editions of the Global status report on road safety.
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learn from others as a basis for developing measures and 

measurements using binary methodology (report/no report) 
need an estimation of the degree of implementation. 
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Enhancing South Australia’s Graduated Licensing 
Scheme through road safety partnerships and a 
strong evidence-base
by Paula Normana, Nicole Middletona and Carol Nightingalea 
aDepartment of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure, South Australia
Winner of the Road Safety Practitioner’s Award at the Australasian Road Safety Conference 2015

Abstract

this State, applying both peer-passenger and night-time 

and passage of the Bill through Parliament. An inter-

Introduction 

South Australia manages the risks to young drivers through 

lifted as drivers progress through the stages of holding 

South Australia has been working diligently to improve 

supervised driving hours requirements for learner drivers, 

South Australia’s 
Road Safety Strategy 2020 – Towards Zero Together 

for young South Australians. 

Discussion
Consultation process
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1. 
more than one passenger under 21 for the duration of 

Driver (QSD) is present).

2. 
5am for all P1 drivers for the duration of P1 (with 

present).

3. 
from 17 to 18 years.  

4. 
period from two to three years. 

5. 

employment and possibly for other purposes, although the 

determined.  

was very appealing to the media. 

submitted from a variety of road safety stakeholders 

supportive or non-supportive (see Table 1).

Not surprisingly given young people were most likely to be 

aged under 25 for the proposed night driving and passenger 

older age groups. The proposal to raise the provisional 

with this initiative. 

or 17 year olds. 

Initiative Supportive Non-
supportive

Not clearly 
supportive 
or non-
supportive

Removing regression

Table 1: Level of support by respondents for each GLS initiative
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and designated driver programs where one person in a 

people to drive late at night or with passengers and assist 

The proposed initiatives were supported by the Royal 

support for the proposals. 

After work had begun on drafting the new legislation, 

it would mean for their members, as well as for young 

with disseminating information about the new laws after 

of South Australia did not support the GLS initiatives on the 
 

Evidence-based approach

to implementation, almost three years later. The data sets 

key to getting the GLS initiatives through Parliament and 
implemented in South Australia.

Age and population representation

Figure 1: Fatal and serious casualties by age and population distribution, South Australia, 2009 - 2013
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Need to protect P-platers Interstate comparison

show South Australia has moved up to be ahead of the 

is for South Australia to have the lowest fatality rate 

State
Fatalities
2008-12 Avg

Fatality 
Rate State

Fatalities
2009-13 Avg

Fatality 
Rate

ACT 1 ACT 1 4.1
28 9.7 25 8.7

NSW 9.8 NSW 35 9.4
Qld 31 Qld 29
WA 18 14.4 WA 15
Tas 4 SA 11 12.8
SA 14 16.0 Tas 4 14.8
NT 4 32.1 NT 2 18.4
Aust Aust 122

Table 2: 16 – 19 year old fatalities per 100,000 population by jurisdiction
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Regional Vs metropolitan drivers/riders
The information that young rural drivers were two and 

their peers in metropolitan Adelaide is seen in Figure 3 

who had not realised that young rural drivers were at 

Night driving restriction
Figure 4 shows the over-representation of young drivers 

Passenger restriction

passengers (South Australian Road Crash Database,  

Crash analysis
Figure 3: Rate of death or serious injury per 100,000 licences held for 
drivers/riders by residence, South Australia, 2009-2013

  

Rate of 
death 
or 
serious 
injury 
per 
10,000
licences

Figure 5: P1 and Full licence holders involved in fatal and serious injury crashes by time of day, South Australia, 2009 – 2013

Figure 4: Drivers/riders involved in fatal crashes between 10 pm and 5 
am as a percent of total crashes, South Australia, 2009-2013

Percentage 
of drivers/
riders 
crashing 
between 
10pm and 
5am
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it was found that the overall total number of fatalities 

• 22 fatalities (an average of 4 per year)

• 

• 

It was also another opportunity to present a united front 
between key road safety stakeholders in support of the 
proposals.

Exemption scheme

that young drivers should not be seriously disadvantaged 

Figure 7: An example of one of the many GLS Brochures

Figure 6: Drivers involved in fatal crashes with 2 or more passengers 
as a percent of total drivers, South Australia, 2009-2013

Percent of 
drivers with 
2 or more 
passengers
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people may need to drive to attend swimming or rowing 

Following amendments to the Bill while it was in 

with SAPOL to develop a workable proposal. The model 

with SAPOL and made available on 
au

Implementation and communication strategy

for young drivers. It was also very important that key 

drivers. It was also important to let people know that the 

that they were shown to work.

used:

• 

older age groups. 

• 

• Young drivers in rural South Australia are two and a 

than their peers in metropolitan Adelaide. 

• 

Queensland. 

• 

• The initiatives are not about making life tougher for 

drivers, their passengers and other road users in South 
Australia. 

digital and bus shelter advertising. In addition, a letter and 

available at .

Authority. This group was established following passage 

implemented.
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Passenger restriction

supervising driver sitting beside them or they meet one of 

• 

• 

Night driving restriction

driver sitting beside them or they meet one of the 

• driving between home and work or driving in the 

• 

formal training provider;

• driving between home and formal volunteer work or 

work;

• 

• 

Extending the total minimum provisional 
licence period from two to three years
The total length of time a new driver must hold a 

drivers out of high-risk situations without impinging on 
their mobility.

Removing regression to a previous licence 

The Hazard Perception Test (HPT) being a 
requirement from L to P1, rather than P1 to 
P2

progress from L to P1 rather than P1 to P2.

personally” with many parents and young drivers enquiring 

awareness about the new laws.

Interim Results 
In South Australia, while young people are over-represented 

P1 drivers/riders aged under 25 were involved in serious 

Conclusion
Improving young driver safety has been an emerging 
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be undertaken.

References

www.bitre.
 on 

assets/

pdf.

Expanding the Victorian Alcohol Interlock program to 
all convicted drink-drivers
by Chris Freethy
VicRoads, Christopher.Freethy@roads.vic.gov.au

Abstract

required for all:

• Probationary and learner drink-drivers at all BAC 
levels;

• 

• 

• All repeat drink-drivers;

• 

Introduction
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The Victorian Alcohol Interlock Program

range repeat drink-driving.

managed by Courts. Offenders were required to obtain a 

• 

• 

• 

• Refusing a blood or breath test; and

• 

Commitment to expand the Victorian Alcohol 
Interlock Program

Key policy challenges
1. Scope of drivers and riders included in Stage 1

believe penalties for this behaviour should not be unduly 
harsh.
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initiative in a timely manner. The limitations of the DLS, 

• Probationary and learner drink-drivers;

• 

• All repeat drink-drivers;

• 

This means there are only two groups of drink-drivers in 

2. Court burden

management system was required.

be managed.

management was likely to be most needed.

as a growing number of offenders over time who would be 

3. Managing alcohol interlock performance
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volume of drink-drivers suggested an IT solution should be 

team would still be required even if a suitable IT solution 

volumes involved. 

solution that would automate many of the tasks involved 

AIMS is built on web-based appointment management 

install date and other data.

Despite the very tight timeframes involved, AIMS was 

The AIMS system has a user portal that allows offenders to 

model that was fair and equitable to offenders but did 

set of behavioural requirements that, if met, would qualify 

that the offender must demonstrate:

• 

• 

• 

Offenders would be:

• 

• 

• 

• 
long as a breath sample was provided on starting the 

• 

resets from the month following any violation

• 

sample within an hour of a violation sample

• Allowed to request a review if an offender believed 

person.
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will be repeated at intervals along with other drink-driving 

Future developments

1. Alcohol Interlock Data

• support the separation of drinking from driving by 

• 

• offer tips, strategies, referral options and so on to 

2. Alcohol consumption

program. 

Conclusion

to date.

References

). 

review. American Journal of Preventative Medicine

impaired and drugged driving. Countermeasures 
that work: A highway safety countermeasures guide 

 (7th edition). 
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Tracking serious injury to improve road safety: Why 
we can’t do it now and what we should do about it
by Ann Williamson and Raphael Grzebieta
Transport and Road Safety (TARS) Research
University of New South Wales,UNSW Sydney, Australia, 2052

always preventable. 

that road safety has improved markedly over the last 

on limiting damage to the person. This, we fear may be 
resulting in greater numbers of people with serious longer 

injury
Road safety authorities around Australia and the world 

The problem of data linkage for 

from multiple studies where hospital admissions data is 

therefore only represent part of the problem.

Currently there is a great deal of interest in the use of 

result in gross underestimation of the problem. Australia 

safety.
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A proposed new approach to 
developing road safety databases 

where no report had been made and to follow them up. 

Better information about what works and what works 

are linked. Where hospital-generated reports do not link 

will set us on a better path to improving road safety in 
Australia.  

References:

Accid Anal & Prev, 
33: 353-359. 

The National Road Safety 
Strategy 2011-2020, Canberra: Australian Transport 

Data 
Linkage of Hospital and Police Crash Datasets in NSW. 

Inj Prev, 
7: 234-241. 

Injury Research 
and Statistics Series, Canberra: Australian Institute of 
Health and Welfare. 

Accid Anal & Prev,

Inj Prev

The ACRS Journal needs you!
Have you thought about contributing to the journal? All readers are encouraged  

to help make the journal more valuable to our members and to the road safety community.

on these themes or other road safety issues to be published 



Mobile in Moreton

Raising the profile of mobility scooter 
and motorised wheelchair use through 
community education and awareness.

Why does it matter?

• Increasing popularity in 
purchasing and using mobility 
scooters and motorised 
wheelchairs

• Issue raised through 
community feedback sessions

• Lack of understanding in the 
community of road rules, 
obligations and how to travel 
safely using mobility scooters 
and motorised wheelchairs

The collaborative journey…

• An integral inclusion of the project was community 
consultation – what information was important, 
the look and feel of the document 

• A common goal of educating the community 
resulted in strengthening partnerships between 
Moreton Bay Regional Council, Queensland Police 
Service and the Department of Transport and Main 
Roads

• Included reviewing existing material including an 
old intestate booklet and available state related 
material 

A better connected and informed 
community

• Increased community awareness on the safe 
way to use mobility scooters and motorised 
wheelchairs

• Creating opportunity for community members 
to move around independently 

• Ongoing community engagement and 
information sessions

• Providing vital safety messages, road rules 
and safe travel

 Did you know?

In 2011 across the Moreton 
Bay Region more than 2730 
motorised wheelchairs were 
registered. By 2015 this 
number increased to more 
than 3,770. 

 
Broughton, J., (Queensland Police Service); Doherty, K., (Moreton Bay Regional Council); Scifleet, H., (Department Transport and Main Roads)

2730

Motorised wheelchairs

2011

2015

3770

 Did you know?

In February 2015 more than 25,250 motorised 
wheelchairs were registered across the state of 
Queensland. 

 Did you know?

Mobility scooters and motorised wheelchair 
users are classed as pedestrians under current 
Queensland road rules legislation.

Mobility scooters and motorised wheelchairs 
must travel on the footpath, shared paths, 
bicycle paths or nature strips whenever 
possible.

 Did you know?

In Queensland, mobility scooters or motorised 
wheelchairs  that are used outside the home 
must be registered with the Department of 
Transport and Main Roads (nil cost).

 Did you know?

Before buying a mobility scooter or motorised 
wheelchair advice must be sought from a health 
practitioner.

Resulted in delivering…

• A comprehensive and 
informative booklet, posters, 
pull up banner

• High visibility safety flags

• Public launch and media 
campaign

• Region wide distribution 
to multiple organisations and 
agencies

• Booklet and project accessible 
via the internet 

• Easily transferrable to other areas, regions

Winner of the Road Safety Poster award at the Australasian Road Safety Conference 2015 (ARSC2015).



Advanced safety assist technologies 
like AEB could be as effective as 
seatbelts in saving lives.

“
”

Autonomous Emergency Braking. 

Autonomous Emergency Braking (AEB)

Ask for AEB when you buy your next 5 star car.

Accept nothing less.
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